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1 Introduction

Theories of democratic representation and accountability highlight the importance of citi-

zen participation for expressing preferences and for monitoring the behavior of government

officials. While research in political science has devoted much attention to the role of elec-

tions in such processes, political participation takes on many other forms, especially at the

local level. Citizens share information with government through activities like making com-

ments at meetings, calling elected representatives, and submitting service requests. Service

requests are a particularly powerful form of political participation, as they result in the di-

rection of government resources to providing goods and services to small groups of citizens.

As cities increasingly offer apps for submitting service requests and other digital platforms

for citizen input, we have the opportunity to explore whether technology facilitates political

participation in ways that impact government responsiveness.

To what extent does better contact between citizens and government change government

priorities and performance? This question has long captured the attention of scholars of

political science and public administration who have considered the role and influence of

citizens in government service provision. The terms “particularized contacting” (Verba and

Nie 1987), “citizen-initiated government contacting” (Sharp 1982, Hirlinger 1992, Thomas

1982), “fire alarm oversight” (McCubbins and Schwartz 1984), and especially “coproduction”

(Whitaker 1980) have all been used to describe the shared responsibilities of citizens and

government in the provision of public services. Recent work has renewed attention to the

forms and consequences of citizen-government contact, especially the distributional impacts

of coproduction (Jakobsen and Andersen 2013, Clark, Brudney and Jang 2013, Clark et al.

2020, Xu and Tang 2020).

Scholars of coproduction in particular have offered a further helpful distinction between

individual coproduction, represented by an interaction between an individual citizen and

government, and group coproduction through which citizens “join together in an effort to

improve the quantity and/or quality of services” for a group (Brudney and England 1983).
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To this point, partly limited by the platforms and associated data available, prior large-scale

investigations of citizen influence in service delivery have only explored individual coproduc-

tion through non-collaborative request submission. However, I theorize an important role for

collaboration among citizens in contacting government, and I make use of new technological

platforms that feature collaborative issue reporting options (specifically, options to follow and

comment on neighbors’ requests) to study group coproduction. I consider whether citizen

actions to increase attention to issues of shared concern affect how government responds to

those issues. Specifically, I investigate whether collaborative requests (those with comments

and follows) receive faster responses from government than non-collaborative requests. The

implications address not only how “an enormous share of the country’s public goods” are

allocated at the local level (Trounstine 2010) and how citizens regularly communicate with

the level of government that is closest to them, but also the potentially amplifying influence

of concerted citizen voices in government.

I construct a novel panel of service request data to explore whether collaboration mat-

ters for how requests are completed, specifically how quickly issues are resolved. I find that

collaboration doubles the probability of request closure and that requests with comments

and follows are resolved half a day to five days faster on average than non-collaborative re-

quests. Recognizing that requests with collaborators may be different from those without in

ways that affect response times, I also employ a difference-in-differences approach to better

account for the problem of unobserved heterogeneity. By comparing response times across

two cities that use the same request submission platform but that differ in the ability of

city administrators to observe citizen collaboration, I isolate a distinct and significant influ-

ence of collaboration on government responses. Consistent results across different methods

of analysis and modeling specifications suggest that citizen collaboration is indeed influen-

tial in government service provision. Interviews with city administrators provide evidence

that the prioritization of collaborative requests is driven by signals of validity, severity, and

scrutiny that are communicated through comments and follows on requests. Though these
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mechanisms are not separately distinguishable given the research design of the current study,

I use request heterogeneity to explore the importance of severity signals.

This paper proceeds as follows. First, I discuss prior work on citizen participation in gov-

ernment, highlighting the value in new opportunities to study collaboration among citizens.

Next, I present a theory of citizen collaboration as signaling validity, severity, or scrutiny

to bureaucrats. In subsequent sections, I introduce my original service request dataset and

present the results of tests of the influence of citizen collaboration on request response times.

Finally, I discuss how the results speak to existing work on participation in service provision

and in government broadly.

2 Citizen Collaboration and Participation in Govern-

ment

Service provision is a central role of local government. As explained by Trounstine et al.

(2020), “Most of what cities spend money on are basic housekeeping services—police, fire,

sewage, waste management, and parks.” Due to competition between cities for residents and

resources, cities strive to provide high-quality and efficiently-produced services. Coupled

with time and resource constraints, this then leads cities to outsource and share the burden

by asking citizens for assistance in service provision. The logic, expressed by Brudney and

England (1983), is that “supplementing—or perhaps supplanting—the labors of paid public

officials with the service-directed activities of urban dwellers” can “raise both the quality and

the efficiency of municipal services.” In this way, citizens serve as volunteers or watchdogs to

aid the work of public officials. Thus, early efforts in the 1980s and 1990s to involve citizens

in government fit with the efficiency-focused reforms of the New Public Management (NPM)

paradigm (Ferlie et al. 1996).

The drive to increase citizen participation in service provision stems not only from eco-

nomic considerations, but also from a public service orientation and motivation. The more
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recent New Public Service (NPS) paradigm in public administration emphasizes democratic

efforts to involve the public in collective and collaborative processes, the need to identify

shared interests and shared responsibilities, and the role of local government in serving cit-

izens rather than customers (Denhardt and Denhardt 2000). Local governments embracing

the ethos of NPS value citizen participation in service provision not only for enhanced effi-

ciency and customer satisfaction, but also for democratic values such as transparency and

accountability. By participating in service provision through identifying and alerting public

officials to problems, citizens have an important role to play in “fire alarm” oversight over

local bureaucracy (McCubbins and Schwartz 1984). All of these considerations, both eco-

nomic and public service minded, have shaped the trajectory of forums for public input in

service provision, culminating in the recent rise of digital platforms and mobile apps such as

311, SeeClickFix, FixMyStreet, and Street Bump.

2.1 Coproduction and Citizen Contacting of Government

These developments in citizen participation in service provision have been collectively de-

scribed as advancements in citizen-initiated government contacting or coproduction. Copro-

duction describes shared efforts in the joint provision of public services by government and

citizens and creates “mechanisms for a more continuous day-to-day involvement of individ-

uals and neighborhoods in government” (Levine and Fisher 1984). Studies of government

contacting and coproduction have focused on activities such as participatory budgeting (Bar-

bera, Sicilia and Steccolini 2016) and even civilian willingness to contact police (Cohen et al.

2019). Moreover, key outcomes have included citizen participation rates (Minkoff 2016),

government responsiveness and request completion (Clark et al. 2020), and second-order im-

pacts like citizen satisfaction with local government (Clark et al. 2014) and incumbent vote

share (Burnett and Kogan 2017).

A central question within this work concerns whether disparities exist in citizen participa-

tion. Jones et al. (1978), White and Trump (2018), and others document differences in which
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citizens make requests of government and are likely to be “superusers” of service request sys-

tems. In particular, wealthier white citizens are more likely to participate in these influence

channels over local government, fueled by lower barriers to participation. In response, many

have questioned whether coproduction and avenues for easier citizen participation in ser-

vice provision can offset such disparities. On one hand, Einstein, Palmer and Glick (2018)

find that participation can exacerbate inequality through greater participation in planning

and zoning board meetings by individuals that are male, older, longtime residents, voters,

and homeowners. However, Xu and Tang (2020) also find that historically disadvantaged

groups were more likely to report power outages after Hurricane Michael, driven by higher

need, which then led city government to prioritize service delivery to those communities with

higher demand.

Relatedly, scholars have investigated whether technology can help close participation and

equity gaps in service provision. Clark, Brudney and Jang (2013) find that younger and less-

privileged individuals are more likely to use smartphone apps for service request submission,

so expanded opportunities for mobile submission may increase participation and improve

services in under-served areas. However, many others urge caution: Feigenbaum and Hall

(2015) observe that “higher-income census tracts are more likely than lower-income ones to

submit requests via smartphone,” and Einstein et al. (2022) reveal that participants in digital

forums are just as unrepresentative as participants in in-person forums. Yong et al. (2019)

also find that lower-income neighborhoods submit fewer requests through service request

apps and that there are more “regular” users of such apps in middle- and higher-income

neighborhoods.

2.2 The Importance of Collaboration

A further important way in which technology may impact citizen participation in service

provision is through facilitating collaboration, or purposeful citizen interaction around a

common interest. Extant studies of protest and citizen advocacy movements, for example,
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highlight how technology can enable coordinated participation and collective problem defini-

tion. Little (2016) explains that communication technology is a key driving factor in citizen

coordination around protests. In addition, collaborative social media usage, such as through

the Black Lives Matter movement’s use of the hashtag #BlackLivesMatter on Twitter, has

been shown to promote “distributed framing” whereby citizens jointly define issues that

matter to them (Ince, Rojas and Davis 2017). Moreover, citizen collaboration, both with

and without technology, has a well-documented role in elevating the concerns of grassroots

movements (Tye et al. 2018) and neighborhood associations (Li, Wen and Cooper 2019).

Yet, studies of coproduction thus far have primarily conceived of collaboration between

government and citizens (Vigoda 2002) or between citizens separately of government (Linders

2012). I argue that collaboration among citizens in contacting government may play an

important role in coproduction through not only influencing citizen participation, but also

through sending informative signals that affect government responsiveness. The collaborative

efforts among individuals to influence service provision, or instances of group coproduction,

are the subject of this study.

Formerly contained within more formal institutions such as neighborhood associations,

a wider array of digital and more informal options (e.g., the SeeClickFix and FixMyStreet

apps) for citizen collaboration in service provision now abound. In particular, new service re-

quest apps allow citizens to both learn about neighbors’ requests and to take action on those

requests by following and commenting. This dramatically differs from the individualistic

request submission process through 311 phone call hotlines and other earlier request submis-

sion platforms. Citizen collaboration, or group coproduction, through service request apps

occurs when citizens intentionally contribute to other citizens’ requests in order to increase

government attention to the issue and to thus address a shared concern. Through apps like

SeeClickFix, not only are opportunities for citizen interaction more widespread, accessible,

and potentially influential, but new data are also now available to answer questions regarding

the extent to which citizen collaboration influences government priorities and performance.
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3 A Theory of Citizen Collaboration as a Signal for

Bureaucrats

As described by Jones et al. (1978), the emphasis on productivity by local government

officials leads to the implementation of “service delivery rules” that have “distinct, definable

distributional consequences which often go unrecognized.” Furthermore, driven by new

technological platforms and the ease of reporting issues through apps, local officials also

often face excess demand for services and are increasingly overwhelmed by large volumes

of requests. Given these pressures and incentives, how do city bureaucrats define rules for

service delivery and allocate effort? Crucially for this study, how does citizen collaboration

inform these choices?

3.1 Proposed Mechanisms and Conceptual Framework

In order to understand how collaboration informs bureaucratic responses, I consider a few

possible explanations for how city administrators perceive joint citizen activity on requests.

The perceptions of city administrators and supervisors, who are often first on the receiving

end of service requests, matter for how requests are then assigned to workers and completed.

When a city government receives multiple signals about an issue from citizens, specifically

multiple citizens signing on to the same issue, then city administrators are incentivized to

prioritize the issue for several reasons.

First, collaboration can signal validity. In particular, administrators are more likely

to believe that issues reported by multiple people are credible. While multiple individual

requests of the same issue may also indicate validity, this can be difficult to observe across

requests in the queue. Collaborative requests send an even stronger signal with followers

and commenters more directly supporting and verifying an original, single request.

Second, collaboration can signal severity such that administrators believe that requests

that garner more public attention are more serious. Again, this can be more easily conveyed
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through a single collaborative request, especially when the language used in comments high-

lights public safety risks and the conversation between citizens echoes and reinforces shared

concerns. These first two mechanisms address bureaucratic preferences for efficiency and

productivity. Additional citizen activity on requests helps administrators weed out request

submissions that are mistakes or abuses of the system and indicate bigger issues that ad-

ministrators should prioritize first.

Finally, collaborative requests can signal scrutiny. This channel addresses the pressure

that administrators feel to resolve issues when multiple citizens are watching and waiting. In

contrast to individual request submission, collaborative requests inform citizens that their

neighbors are watching and waiting for a request to be resolved as well. This can empower

citizens to potentially complain together if problems arise. That is, request submission plat-

forms with collaboration options generate common knowledge and the potential for collective

action. Importantly, city administrators know this and can avoid criticism by prioritizing

collaborative requests. Furthermore, this public attention matters because city officials care

about observable job performance (Goldstein 2020). Officials can send a signal of good

performance to a group of citizens by completing a collaborative request.

In these ways, citizen collaboration provides signals that can guide where city adminis-

trators allocate time, resources, and labor in service provision. If submitting service requests

is analogous to pulling fire alarms, then citizen collaboration on requests generates “louder”

alarms. In practice, then, administrators and supervisors assigning tasks to city workers

should be incentivized to deal with collaborative requests first. I hypothesize that gov-

ernment will be more responsive, measured by a higher probability of closure and shorter

response times, to requests with citizen collaborators.

Alternatively, collaboration information on requests would be less important if city ad-

ministrators and workers follow a strict “first come, first served” rule for completing service

requests or have politicized reasons for prioritizing certain request types, constituent groups,

or locations. In this case, service delivery rules would be shaped by other notions of fairness
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and efficiency, or dictated by political principals rather than by citizen input directly. For

example, Ting (2021) explains that political and institutional factors, such as delegation

and program structure, affect how issues are resolved within public service queues. More-

over, Slough (2018) suggests that inequities in service provision can stem from differences in

politician oversight, especially when citizen groups have different propensities and abilities

to complain to politicians in order to increase monitoring of bureaucrats. These other bu-

reaucratic incentives suggest an alternative hypothesis: citizen collaboration does not affect

request response times. Given budget and time constraints, these other priorities would

reduce the ability of city administrators and workers to respond to further incentives, such

as those provided by citizen collaboration information.

3.2 Evidence from Interviews of City Administrators

To learn from the experiences and perspectives of city administrators involved in service pro-

vision, I conducted interviews in April and May 2021 with six local government officials in

different cities.1 In particular, I wanted to learn about whether and how collaboration on ser-

vice requests impacts how they view and prioritize requests. While acknowledging a default

“first come, first served” rule, the interviewees also indicated responsiveness to collaboration.

Table 1 presents quotes and evidence from the interviews to assess the proposed theoretical

mechanisms—validity, severity, and scrutiny—as explanations for why collaborative requests

are prioritized.

Based on the interviews, there is support for all three mechanisms. Interviewees ad-

dressed validity in their explanations that collaboration weeds out unverified complaints

from “habitual users” and helps to identify the “right” or “legitimate” issues to address.

Referencing “severity” directly, one administrator also said that collaboration can indicate

the worst issues to address first. Finally, comments from interviewees about citizen eyes

watching requests and worker pride in satisfying citizen expectations for speedy responses

1For more information on these interviews, see SI Section A.1.
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Table 1: Evidence for Mechanisms Behind the Prioritization of Collaborative Requests

Mechanism Evidence

Validity

• While there are some “habitual users” that might be seen more as “com-
plainers,” when there are “others that chime in with that habitual user, it
makes a difference for knowing that we have something going on.”

• City workers want to address the “right” issues that are going on in neigh-
borhoods.

• “Especially if it’s a legitimate issue...you know we’ll try to move a little bit
quicker on that.”

Severity
• Using the word “severity” directly, one administrator explained that when

many people notice an issue, it helps for identifying which issues are the worst
to address first.

Scrutiny

• When citizens expect quick responses and tell others to “put it in SeeClickFix
and it gets done like that,” then it’s about “pride if I got it done in under
three days...and it’s kind of fun to try to beat the time clock.”

• SeeClickFix allows for a “whole bunch of sets of eyes out there looking at
issues.”

support the scrutiny mechanism. Moreover, almost all interviewees said that they have seen

a lot of comments on requests. One administrator explained that this allows residents to

see what others are complaining about and to see that there are other neighbors agreeing

with them about issues, and another administrator described noticing a request for which

numerous citizens added comments to complain.

In sum, signals of validity, severity, and scrutiny from requests with follows and comments

help bureaucrats prioritize in an overloaded system that values efficiency and observable

progress. While the interviews with city administrators indicate that all three mechanisms

may be important, this study does not aim to separately identify or compare mechanisms.

Exploring the distinct signals sent by citizen collaboration is a topic worthy of future study.

Nonetheless, I offer some exploratory results regarding collaboration and severity signals.

4 Data on Service Request Collaboration

To test whether citizen collaboration affects government priorities and speed in service pro-

vision, I use data from SeeClickFix, a service request submission app with features for
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commenting on, following, and sharing requests. The sections below provide background

information on SeeClickFix and describe the creation of the novel dataset of requests used

for this study.

4.1 Background on SeeClickFix

SeeClickFix is a request submission and workload management system used by more than

300 cities and towns across the US. It allows citizens to report non-emergency issues, such as

potholes and graffiti, that they notice around their neighborhoods through a smartphone app

or website interface. Similar to other 311 service request systems, the purpose of SeeClickFix

is to “crowdsource” issue reporting. However, SeeClickFix also offers collaboration options

that are not available through other service request platforms. In particular, SeeClickFix

users not only see a map of all of the requests submitted in their neighborhood with descrip-

tions of the issues, but they can also follow or comment on those requests.

In these ways, SeeClickFix offers opportunities for intentional citizen interaction that

are not possible through individual request submission. Follows and comments on requests

represent citizen collaboration in that follows serve to validate and echo neighbors’ concerns

and comments often contribute additional details to support the original request. Moreover,

SeeClickFix sends emails to users of the app alerting them to recently reported nearby issues.

The emails have direct links to follow, comment, and share the issue, encouraging collabora-

tive reporting. The number of citizens who follow or comment on an issue is then displayed

both publicly and on the back end to city administrators. Figure 1 shows an example email

sent by SeeClickFix to encourage collaboration, along with the public SeeClickFix website

for the request that shows the number of followers.
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Figure 1: Example of Collaboration on a SeeClickFix Request

(a) Example Email

(b) Example Request Website

4.2 The Data

I constructed a novel panel dataset of SeeClickFix requests for a randomly-selected subset

of 100 cities that use SeeClickFix. Figure 2 shows a map of the cities in the dataset with

the size of the points representing the number of requests per city. The dataset consists of
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over 70,000 unique requests and more than 5 million request-time period observations based

on scraping request records using the SeeClickFix API for the 100 cities every eight hours

between November 19, 2020 and March 18, 2021.2 As request records scraped at a single

point in time using the API only contain the current or final number of collaborators, this

new panel dataset offers the opportunity to track changes in the number of collaborators

over time.

Figure 2: Map of Cities in Dataset

Number of Requests in Data

5000

10000

15000

20000

Sample of Cities/Towns Using SeeClickFix

To measure collaboration, the dataset includes a “rating” variable that represents the

“number of unique users who have commented or followed the issue,” as expressed by

SeeClickFix technical support. SeeClickFix technical support also explains that, “We define

2A potential concern is that the COVID-19 pandemic affected the types of requests sub-

mitted such that requests during this time are not representative of request submission

generally. I discuss this in SI Section A.1 and present some evidence that requests submitted

before and during the pandemic are similar.
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this field in client-facing documentation as ‘The number of followers on the Request’. So, you

might equate it closer to ‘issue popularity’ as opposed to ‘rate this issue’ (i.e. good/bad)”

(SeeClickFix Technical Support 2021). For reference, there is a substantial amount of col-

laboration on the requests in the dataset: about 40% of the requests experienced a change

in rating, representing additional unique users commenting or following the issue. As my

analysis employing matching requires a binary “treatment,” I create a “collaboration” vari-

able that classifies requests as collaborative (treated) if they achieve a rating score of two or

higher, meaning that more than one person contributed to the request. Non-collaborative

(control) requests are those with a rating of only one throughout their lifespan, such that no

one beyond the initial requester followed or commented on the request.

The SeeClickFix data also include information that is useful in assessing responsiveness to

requests, namely the status of requests (primarily open or closed) and the times that requests

are submitted and subsequently closed. I define request response time as the difference

between when requests are initially submitted and when they are closed, and I measure

this in hours to create a variable for the number of hours that requests remain open before

closure.3

To control for other important factors that affect the completion of service requests, I

construct two additional variables using the SeeClickFix data. The first is a “workload”

variable quantifying the number of open requests in a request’s city during a time period in

which the request is open.4 Second, I create a request category variable in order to group

requests that reference similar issues and that likely require similar timeframes and city

3For information about request closure versus issue resolution, see SI Section A.1.

4While useful, this variable doesn’t fully capture a city’s service request workload because

requests come from other sources besides SeeClickFix, including phone calls. It would be even

better to control for city-department workload, as requests are assigned to and completed

by specific departments. However, the associated department for requests is not provided

by the SeeClickFix API as it is in some 311 datasets.
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resources to complete. The category variable consists of eight request categories identified

through text analysis of request summaries.5

Finally, I additionally geolocate all SeeClickFix requests to census tracts and obtain

demographic information for census tracts from the 2014-2018 American Community Survey

(ACS).6 This demographic information by census tract—including the median age, median

household income, and proportions of residents that are white, have college degrees, have

internet access, have computers, commute to work, and use public transit to commute—

allows me to control for factors that affect citizen collaboration on requests and that affect

government responsiveness to service requests. To further consider the role of transportation

and traffic conditions in the demand for and supply of services, I obtained average weekday

household travel data by census tract from the Local Area Transportation Characteristics by

Household (LATCH) survey by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, and I also calculated

the distance between census tract centroids and city centers as a proxy for traffic conditions

and the visibility of issues in a census tract. The geolocated data include 1,009 census tracts

with an average of 32 requests per tract.7

To provide a better sense of the data, Figure 3 depicts a subset of SeeClickFix requests,

specifically the trash, pothole, street light/sign, and vehicle-related requests completed in

Oakland, California, in the first few weeks of March 2021. The figure shows requests geolo-

5Request categories were identified through unsupervised classification of request sum-

maries. See Table A1 in SI Section A.1 for more information about the categories.

6I use the 2018 TIGER/Line shapefiles, which are available as geodatabases with the 2014-

2018 ACS 5-year estimates at https://www2.census.gov/geo/tiger/TIGER DP/2018ACS/.

Feigenbaum and Hall (2015) make use of the same data to geolocate service requests to

census tracts in Boston, and Clark et al. (2020) also use the same data to geolocate 311

requests across 15 cities.

7SI Section A.7 includes information about demographic factors associated with which

census tracts submit and collaborate on requests.
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cated within census tracts, with the size of points representing the number of citizens active

on the requests (initial submitter + collaborators). For Oakland in March 2021, we can see

that the level of collaboration on these closed requests was quite high, that trash (illegal

dumping) requests comprised a large share of the closed requests, and that requests were

completed throughout the city.

Figure 3: SeeClickFix Requests Closed in Oakland in March 2021

Trash Potholes

Street Light/Signs Vehicles

Active Citizens 2 4 6 8

5 Analysis

In order to estimate the impact of citizen collaboration on government responsiveness to

service requests, I conduct a series of tests comparing collaborative and non-collaborative

requests. The sections below describe and present results for each approach. For consistency,

I use the binary collaboration variable in the presentation of all results, though results with
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the rating variable are also available in SI Section A.2.

5.1 Survival Analysis

In order to compare the “lifespan” of service requests, Figure 4 shows Kaplan-Meier curves

with 95% confidence intervals representing the probability that a request remains open over

time for collaborative and non-collaborative requests. The Kaplan-Meier curve is based on

non-parametric estimation of the survival function and calculates the survival probability

over time for a single variable, in this case the binary collaboration variable (Efron 1988).

Figure 4 shows that the probability that a request remains open decreases more rapidly

over time for collaborative requests. For example, after 10 days (240 hours), a collaborative

request has about a 54% chance of remaining open, while a non-collaborative request has

about a 73% chance of remaining open. This provides some preliminary support for the

hypothesis that collaborative reporting, or group coproduction, leads to improved govern-

ment responsiveness in the form of faster response times on service requests. However, this

method is limited to examining the bivariate relationship between collaboration and closure,

and many other factors contribute to the request closure process.

Therefore, I additionally use a Cox proportional-hazards model in order to include other

important covariates that affect request closure. I specifically control for request category,

distance to city center, and city workload, as these variables all likely impact the time needed

for cities to address requests.8 Figure 5 shows the results. As hypothesized, the hazard ratio

(HR) for the binary collaboration variable is greater than 1 and statistically significant at

the 5% level, indicating an “increased risk of death,” or in this case an increased risk of

closure, for collaborative requests.9 In particular, collaboration increases the hazard, or the

8The model specification also uses robust standard errors clustered by city, and the ex-

cluded request category is property issues.

9Stratifying by, rather than controlling for, workload, request category, and distance to

city center to better meet the proportional hazards assumption necessary for use of the Cox
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Figure 4: Survival Probability Over Time for Collaborative and Non-Collaborative Requests

probability that a request is closed at a certain time given that it has not already been

closed, by about 94%. For reference, the baseline hazard for a non-collaborative request

after four days is about 20%, so a 94% increase means that a collaborative request has a

hazard of about 39% after four days. Effectively, at each point in time after submission,

collaborative requests are about twice as likely to be closed than non-collaborative requests.

As for request categories, trash and graffiti requests are associated with a higher risk of

closure, which comports with expectations given that they are easier to resolve than other

issues. Requests in census tracts farther away from the city center also have a higher risk of

closure, perhaps due to greater government responsiveness to suburban neighborhoods.

proportional-hazards model provides an even larger estimated hazard ratio of 3.340 for the

collaboration variable, which is also statistically significant at the 1% level.
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Figure 5: Hazard Ratios (HRs) for Collaboration and Other Variables of Interest

In order to account for the fact that requests are clustered by city, I also consider alter-

native Cox model specifications. I first add city fixed effects, and then I use “shared frailty”

specifications with city random effects. Both approaches address the fact that outcomes are

likely linked for units in the same cluster (Therneau, Grambsch and Pankratz 2003). In

particular, requests in my data are grouped by city, and city departments are responsible for

completing requests. The results presented in SI Section A.3 are consistent with the main

findings and provide further support for the hypothesis that collaboration in service request

commissioning directs government to prioritize collaborative requests.

Still, a potential issue with this analysis is request heterogeneity. Collaborative requests

may be different from non-collaborative requests in many ways that affect response times.

One particular concern, driven by findings of both participation and equity gaps in service
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provision, is that collaborative requests may be more likely to come from high-income areas

of cities that already receive a disproportionate amount of attention from government. To

address this issue, it would be better to compare requests that are similar in terms of their

issue type and neighborhood of origin.

5.2 Matching Analysis

In order to identify more comparable requests, I use several approaches to match requests

into pairs with one collaborative and one non-collaborative request. The purpose of this

matching analysis is to first identify requests that, based on covariate information, have a

similar propensity to be “treated,” or in this case, to gain collaborators. Then, at best, the

treated request in each pair can be arguably considered to have been treated as-if randomly.

This then allows for a more causal determination of the effect of request collaboration on

time to request closure—an indicator of government prioritization and responsiveness—by

comparing differences in response time for matched requests. I follow the suggestions of Ho

et al. (2007) to match requests using propensity score matching on two different theory-based

subsets of covariates and using two different machine learning approaches. These various

matching specifications help to assess the robustness of the results, given that matching can

be sensitive to modeling and covariate choices (Caliendo and Kopeinig 2008).

The two specifications that use propensity score matching on theory-driven sets of covari-

ates combine exact matching on city and request category with nearest neighbor matching

on other relevant covariates, such as census tract median household income and density of

SeeClickFix users. For the machine learning approaches, I first use LASSO regression to

estimate propensity scores. LASSO uses penalized regression to shrink coefficients to zero

that have less predictive power, and thus aids in covariate selection for propensity score

estimation. Additionally, I also use genetic matching to improve the use of covariates and

the resultant balance from matching (Diamond and Sekhon 2005). Genetic matching uses

all observable covariates and matches by “learning” which covariates are most important for
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achieving optimal covariate balance, adding scaling factors to upweight important covariates

(Sizemore and Alkurdi 2019). Both machine learning approaches also use exact matching

on city and request type. Information about the particular covariates used in each matching

specification is provided in SI Section A.4, along with Q-Q plots to assess balance.

After matching, to compare response times between matched requests, I use two different

outcome measures. First, I use the number of hours that a request remains open since

becoming treated (since gaining a second active citizen) for collaborative requests. For non-

collaborative requests, I use a comparable measure: the number of hours a request remains

open since the point in time that its matched treated request became treated. For example,

if the collaborative request in a matched pair became treated after 24 hours, then I subtract

24 from the overall response time for both the collaborative and non-collaborative requests.

To address concerns that this outcome measure is dependent upon the matching results, I

also use a second outcome measure: the total number of hours that a request remains open

from initiation to closure. As for the regression specification, I use a fixed effects model

with unit fixed effects for matched pairs to make comparisons between matched units, and

I cluster standard errors by pair.10

The results shown in Figure 6 are consistent with the findings from the survival analysis

and suggest that collaborative requests remain open for a significantly shorter period of time

than non-collaborative requests.11 Estimates for the “hours open since treated” outcome

variable suggest that collaborative requests are closed between about 13 and 20 hours faster

on average than non-collaborative requests, and estimates for the “total hours open” variable

suggest that collaborative requests are closed between about 31 and 45 hours faster. These

faster response times by half a day or even up to two days are not only substantial in size

given that many requests take about three to five days to resolve, but are likely also quite

10Results are the same without fixed effects for matched pairs and are even larger in

magnitude when controlling for distance to city center.

11Full tables of regression results for all specifications are included in SI Section A.4.
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noticeable by citizens who are waiting for the issues to be resolved. The one exception to

the general pattern is the insignificant result from the matching specification using LASSO

regression and using the “total hours open” variable.12 Overall, then, the results provide

additional evidence that citizen collaboration influences government service provision, as

response times are faster for collaborative requests.

Although the matching analysis controls for some important request differences, there

are still likely sources of heterogeneity. It is possible that collaborative requests represent

the more severe issues within request categories or are located in more visible areas of cen-

sus tracts such that these requests would be completed faster anyway. Fully accounting for

these differences is difficult, and even if it could be done perfectly, there would still likely be

sources of unobserved heterogeneity. Therefore, it would be ideal to compare request com-

pletion across cities in a way that differences out consistent unobserved differences between

collaborative and non-collaborative requests.

5.3 Difference-in-Differences Estimation

Through interviews with city administrators, I learned of a source of variation in use of

SeeClickFix across two cities that offers the potential to further isolate and identify the im-

pact of citizen collaboration on government responsiveness in service provision. In particular,

I learned that while San Francisco offers SeeClickFix as a service request submission app for

citizens, the city does not use the workload management interface provided by SeeClickFix

to create work orders based on requests. Instead, San Francisco uses Open 311 as an alter-

native backend endpoint for requests.13 This means that information about the comments

12Results are similar in magnitude but no longer statistically significant (p-value = 0.14)

for the “hours open since treated” variable when including distance to city center in the

propensity score estimation using LASSO regression.

13San Francisco uses Open 311 for open data principles (transparency, open access) and

also to allow citizens to submit requests through a variety of methods and platforms other
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Figure 6: Impact of Request Collaboration on Response Time

Note: SI Tables A6, A7, A8, and A9 report full regression results.
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and follows on SeeClickFix requests is not passed on to city administrators and workers in

San Francisco.14 However, the nearby city of Oakland, a prominent user of SeeClickFix, does

not use Open 311 like San Francisco and instead uses the SeeClickFix workload management

interface, allowing city officials to see the comments and follows on requests.15 Moreover,

both cities have robust 311 systems that allow citizens to submit non-collaborative service

requests through other means, such as phone calls, websites, and other apps.

This difference between Oakland and San Francisco creates an interesting opportunity to

investigate the influence of request collaboration. Importantly, comparing responsiveness to

collaborative and non-collaborative service requests in Oakland and San Francisco helps to

alleviate some of the limitations and concerns regarding the potential for confounding and

omitted variable bias in the analyses above. In particular, if collaborative requests are gener-

ally different in some important ways from non-collaborative requests, then these differences

should be “differenced out” when comparing Oakland to San Francisco, leaving just differ-

ences due to city officials’ observation of collaboration. However, this approach relies on an

important assumption: parallel trends. While a standard difference-in-differences approach

would compare two cities over two time periods and requires the parallel trends assumption

that, in the absence of treatment, the difference in outcomes across time periods is equal

in both cities, my analysis compares two cities over collaborative and non-collaborative re-

quests and thus requires an alternative parallel trends assumption. I discuss this assumption

in more detail subsequently.

Based on the differences in their workload management interfaces, I hypothesize differ-

than SeeClickFix.

14Excluding San Francisco from the data produces results that are consistent with, and

even slightly stronger in magnitude than, the results presented for the survival analysis and

matching methods above. No other cities in the dataset use Open 311.

15Through contacting Oakland 311 (OAK 311), I also learned that the public works de-

partment even receives direct emails when comments are added to SeeClickFix requests.
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ent responses to request collaboration in Oakland and San Francisco. In San Francisco,

where SeeClickFix requests come in like any other requests through Open 311, I expect

collaboration on requests to matter much less, if at all, for request response times because

city administrators and workers cannot see those signals. In contrast, in Oakland, I expect

collaboration to matter much more for the reasons explored in this paper—communicating

validity, severity, and scrutiny to bureaucrats.

To test this, I compile a dataset of collaborative and non-collaborative requests from

2019 to 2021 for both cities.16 The collaborative requests consist of SeeClickFix requests

with a rating of two or higher. Making use the cities’ rich open data on service requests, I

incorporate non-collaborative requests from SeeClickFix (those requests without collabora-

tors) as well as other service requests included in the cities’ 311 data.17 For 311 requests,

I set the binary collaboration variable to zero, analogous to SeeClickFix requests with no

collaborators. Then, I regress a response time variable for the number of hours that a re-

quest remains open on the interaction between city and collaboration, controlling for request

categories and neighborhood demographics in some specifications.18 The coefficient on the

interaction term represents the difference-in-differences estimate: how much collaborative

requests are prioritized over non-collaborative requests in Oakland, compared to the differ-

ence in response time between collaborative and non-collaborative requests in San Francisco.

The expectation is that the coefficient on the interaction term is negative, indicating that

collaborative requests are closed even faster in Oakland.

Table 2 supports this expectation. Across all specifications, the coefficient on the interac-

tion term is negative and significant, suggesting that collaborative requests are closed faster

than non-collaborative requests in Oakland, compared to San Francisco. In particular, when

16Note that this time period now includes requests submitted both before and during the

COVID-19 pandemic.

17I obtain 311 requests for Oakland and San Francisco through the cities’ open data portals.

18Results are consistent when also including month dummies to account for seasonal effects.
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controlling for request type and neighborhood demographics, collaboration decreases request

response time in Oakland by about 156 hours more, or about six and a half days more, on

average than in San Francisco. Accounting for the impact of collaboration on response times

in San Francisco, request collaboration in Oakland alone speeds up response times by about

five days on average. This is a sizable and noticeable effect of about one work week on

average, and, relative to the variability in response times for Oakland requests, represents

an improvement by about 0.17 standard deviations.19

Table 2: Impact of Request Collaboration in Oakland versus San Francisco

Dependent variable:

Total Hours Open

(1) (2) (3)

Oakland 121.599∗∗ 55.583∗∗ 53.835∗∗

(1.735) (1.805) (1.887)

Collaboration 76.549∗∗ 45.838∗∗ 33.404∗∗

(3.469) (3.499) (3.747)

Oakland x Collaboration −232.452∗∗ −169.378∗∗ −156.475∗∗

(3.898) (3.938) (4.179)

Constant 106.485∗∗ 142.405∗∗ 173.755∗∗

(0.285) (0.440) (1.457)

Observations 613,978 613,978 600,683
R2 0.014 0.144 0.145
Request Type FEs No Yes Yes
Demographics No No Yes

Note: ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01

Note: SI Table A10 reports full regression results.

19As shown in SI Section A.5, results are consistent across models with alternative speci-

fications of the collaboration variable and outcome variable.
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It is also evident that non-collaborative requests take longer on average to complete in

Oakland than in San Francisco, perhaps driven by socioeconomic differences between the

two cities or factors related to general government capacity and structure. This result is

also consistent with a budget constraint whereby faster responses to collaborative requests

necessitate longer response times for non-collaborative requests. Moreover, collaboration has

a significant positive impact on request response times in San Francisco. This is evidence of

heterogeneity between collaborative and non-collaborative requests, and, as discussed previ-

ously, could be due to issue severity. More severe issues are more likely to gain collaborators,

but may also require longer amounts of time to resolve. Interestingly, this heterogeneity runs

in the opposite direction than one might be concerned about for biasing results in favor of the

hypothesis about the benefits of collaboration. While factors such as issue severity are not

communicated through collaboration in San Francisco, Oakland city government sees collab-

oration on requests, can interpret collaboration as signaling severity, and can take action in

response. This contrast likely explains the apparent difference in the effect of collaboration

between the two cities.

Yet, the parallel trends assumption in this case requires that without treatment (i.e.,

Oakland would not see the collaboration information from requests, like San Francisco),

the difference in response times for collaborative and non-collaborative requests would be

identical between Oakland and San Francisco. One concern might be that the request work-

loads, specifically the groups of collaborative and non-collaborative requests, in Oakland

and San Francisco are composed of different types of requests such that differences between

collaborative and non-collaborative requests between the two cities are not, in fact, parallel.

While results controlling for request type are presented in Table 2, I additionally address

these parallel trends considerations—concerns regarding the comparability of responsiveness

to service requests in Oakland and San Francisco—by exploring results for more similar sets

of requests.

I examine results subsetted to two distinct request categories: graffiti requests and traf-
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fic/street requests. These request categories were chosen by identifying common high-volume

request types in both cities. Additionally, the chosen categories offered the opportunity to

explore the conditions under which collaboration is informative. In particular, I had dif-

fering expectations regarding the influence of collaboration for requests within these two

categories. I hypothesized that collaboration should matter less for graffiti requests, which

are not safety issues and are arguably similarly severe. In contrast, I expected collaboration

to matter much more for traffic and street requests that are often public safety issues for

which collaboration can communicate the severity of issues, such as the number of people

exposed to a potential safety problem.

The results in Table 3 match these expectations.20 The negative and significant coeffi-

cient on the Oakland x Collaboration interaction term for traffic/street requests reveals that

Oakland is comparatively faster on average in resolving collaborative traffic/street requests.

In contrast, the insignificant coefficient on the Oakland x Collaboration interaction term for

graffiti requests suggests that Oakland does not prioritize collaborative graffiti requests over

non-collaborative graffiti requests, compared to San Francisco. Indeed, Oakland’s responses

to collaboration for graffiti and traffic/street requests are significantly different. The third

column of Table 3 reports the results of a triple difference model, with interactions between

indicators for city, collaboration, and graffiti requests. The significant coefficient on the

Oakland x Collaboration x Graffiti interaction term implies differential reactions to collab-

orative graffiti requests and collaborative traffic/street requests in Oakland. These findings

are also summarized in Figure 7. Altogether, the results hold up within a high-volume

request category of commonly-reported issues—traffic and street requests—for which the

parallel trends assumption is arguably more plausible. Moreover, the difference between

graffiti and traffic/street requests provides some support, although not definitive, for the

theory and hypothesized mechanisms. Oakland’s responsiveness to collaboration is evident

20Note that there are a few requests (251, or 0.08%) that reference both graffiti and traf-

fic/street issues.
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Table 3: Collaboration on Graffiti versus Traffic/Street Requests

Dependent variable:

Total Hours Open

Graffiti Traffic/Street Combined

Oakland −133.681∗∗ 303.412∗∗ 317.957∗∗

(2.465) (8.411) (8.657)

Collaboration 29.199∗ 130.792∗∗ 130.792∗∗

(12.488) (11.159) (11.159)

Oakland x Collaboration −24.550 −396.177∗∗ −406.123∗∗

(12.836) (14.036) (14.205)

Graffiti 159.014∗∗

(1.125)

Oakland x Graffiti −451.638∗∗

(9.001)

Collaboration x Graffiti −101.593∗∗

(16.748)

Oakland x Collaboration x Graffiti 381.573∗∗

(19.145)

Constant 199.775∗∗ 40.762∗∗ 40.762∗∗

(1.104) (0.218) (0.218)

Observations 64,167 257,731 321,647
R2 0.005 0.042 0.148

Note: ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01

for requests where collaboration is expected to matter more and for which signals of severity

are more clearly communicated by collaboration.

In sum, the comparison between collaborative requests in San Francisco and Oakland

provides strong evidence that citizen collaboration itself matters for government service pro-

vision. The difference-in-differences approach reveals that collaborative SeeClickFix requests
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Figure 7: Differences in Responsiveness to Collaboration on Graffiti versus Traffic/Street
Requests

Note: Corresponds to results reported in Table 3.

are addressed even faster when helpful collaboration information is fully transmitted to city

officials. A possible concern is that San Francisco and Oakland differ in their capacities to

respond to requests and may receive workloads of different types of requests. However, the

differences in responsiveness to graffiti and traffic/street requests show that the results hold

up within a specific request category in which collaboration has the potential to better signal

severity. Of course, the fact that Oakland gathers the comments and follows on SeeClickFix

requests may indicate a baseline willingness by Oakland bureaucrats to use and respond to

collaboration information. In that case, the results should be interpreted as the impacts of

collaboration conditional upon a government that is open to acknowledging collective citizen

action. This condition may limit the generalizability of the results, as does the fact that

they are based on only two cities. Nonetheless, the differences between Oakland and San

Francisco highlight an example of the distinct impact that citizen collaboration can have on
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government service provision.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

Altogether, the results demonstrate clear evidence of government prioritization of collabo-

rative requests, but how should we understand the impact of collaboration in the broader

context of citizen participation in service provision and in government generally? As dis-

cussed, scholars of citizen-initiated government contacting and coproduction have devoted

much attention to equity gaps in service provision and to the question of whether technology

can elevate citizen participation to close such gaps. As a contribution to this line of research,

this study highlights the potential for technology to enable more informal and less costly

political participation, particularly collaborative participation. Based on the SeeClickFix

data used, there is evidence that citizens are indeed making use of new opportunities to col-

laborate in service provision—collaboration on the requests in my data was quite frequent,

with 40% of requests gaining at least on collaborator. Furthermore, the results suggest that

collaboration through echoing the concerns of neighbors and supporting existing requests of

government, a potentially less information- and resource-intensive form of political partici-

pation, can also be influential in terms of improving government responsiveness.

As technology-enabled collaboration in political participation (e.g., signing an online

petition or, in the case of this study, following a neighbor’s service request) further lowers

barriers to participation, it is important to understand who participates and collaborates. On

one hand, it is possible that a more diverse array of individuals may contribute due to reduced

costs. However, evidence from recent work on other online forums (Einstein et al. 2022,

Vaccari et al. 2015) suggests that it may be even more likely that the privileged individuals

who already participate through high-cost political channels will also participate through

low-cost technological channels at a greater rate. Through collaborating, these individuals

may be able to gain an even larger share of public goods and services and potentially block
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the distribution of goods and services to others.

Some cities are taking steps to address this important downside of technology for democ-

racy. Through interviews with city administrators using SeeClickFix, I learned that several

cities have aimed to spread awareness of SeeClickFix through efforts such as introducing

the app in a “citizens’ academy” and discussing the app in neighborhood improvement as-

sociations that serve lower-income areas. As for how this affects request submission, one

administrator explained that such efforts have led to more requests from high-need areas.

However, higher-income areas were also described as having “no hestiancy” to submit re-

quests, even given lower need: “anything that is going on gets reported.” While an initial

investigation into the geographic distribution of collaboration on SeeClickFix requests shows

no clear racial or income-based differences (see SI Section A.7), further research is needed to

better account for different baseline needs and to fully understand the potential for collabo-

ration to either close or exacerbate equity gaps in service provision. Further research should

also explore the spatial dynamics, clustering, and spillover effects of request collaboration,

as we know that neighbors benefit when city workers address nearby issues on their way to

resolve a request (Jones et al. 1978).

If awareness of and access to service request apps increase, then collaboration may create

a pathway to further participation. For collaborative requests, it is possible that users who

initially only comment or follow the requests of their neighbors become persuaded, condi-

tional upon government responsiveness, to issue their own requests in the future (Sjoberg,

Mellon and Peixoto 2017). Relatedly, having one’s concerns echoed through a collabora-

tive public forum may generate feelings of validation, empowerment, and self-efficacy such

that individuals seek out additional opportunities to participate politically. However, while

technology can lower the costs of participation, it may not change or expand individuals’

underlying motivations or interest in politics.

A final worthwhile avenue for future study concerns the functions and forms of collabo-

ration. In this study, the theorized signals sent by collaboration, as well as the collaborative
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behaviors of following and commenting, were not separately distinguishable. Yet, signals of

public scrutiny and signals of issue severity may influence bureaucrats and politicians dif-

ferently, especially in contexts outside of direct service provision. Moreover, following and

commenting, whether online or in-person, may represent unique forms of influence. While

follows, like signatures on a petition, may signal citizen solidarity, comments may serve

to provide additional information and valuable on-the-ground expertise. Future work on

these topics can help to more fully understand the purposes for and consequences of citizen

collaboration.

In sum, this study’s focus on collaboration in service provision addresses the fact that

citizens communicate with government in impactful, everyday ways. Making use of data

across 100 cities from a new platform for collaborative issue reporting, I have explored how

collaborative participation affects government responsiveness. Results suggest that citizens

in collaboration with one another can make stronger demands of government as a group:

service requests supported by neighbors’ comments and follows have a 94% higher probability

of closure and are resolved half a day to five days faster on average than non-collaborative

requests. Based on interviews of city officials, I have also suggested that the impact of

collaboration works through signaling issue validity, severity, or scrutiny to bureaucrats. The

findings indicate an amplifying effect when citizens join together in contacting government

and raise the need to further study who benefits and who loses when technology is used for

citizen-government communication.
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A.1 Additional Information on the Request Data and Interviews

A.1.1 Request Data: Categories, Pandemic Impacts, and Key Variables

Table A1 shows the 8 request categories in the dataset, along with the average and median

time to closure for the closed requests in each category

Table A1: Request Categories with Measures of Time to Closure

Request Category % in Category Avg Open Time (Days) Median Open Time (Days)
Sidewalks 4.7 25.2 4
Traffic issues 2.7 22.5 4
Vehicles (parked, abandoned) 2.8 7.1 3
Debris/trash and trees 21.5 9.8 3
Potholes and other 53.3 20.3 5
Property issues 6.6 24.4 5
Graffiti 2.2 20.5 4
Street lights and signs 6.2 17.6 4

Note that this table is only based on closed requests, as compared to many of the analyses (including
the survival analysis) that also include requests that are still open.

As the requests in my data were submitted between November 2020 and March 2021,

during the COVID-19 pandemic, a potential concern is that the pandemic affected the types

of requests submitted such that requests during this time are not representative of request

submission generally. To explore this, I investigate the types of SeeClickFix requests submit-

ted in San Francisco before and during the pandemic. I use San Francisco for this exploration

because it is a city in which requests might have been especially different due to the height-

ened concerns about homelessness and encampments during the pandemic, and it is also a

city for which I have request data prior to the pandemic. Due to the potential for seasonal

trends in requests, I select comparable time frames: November 18, 2019 to January 31, 2020

(before) and November 18, 2020 to January 31, 2021 (during). The “during” time period

includes most of the time period for my main dataset, although truncated to end before

February due to the declaration of a public health emergency due to COVID-19 on February

3, 2020. Table A2 shows the request comparison in San Francisco, using the city’s specific

request categories.

Overall, the requests submitted before and during the pandemic are similar, with “Street
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Table A2: Request Types Before and During the Pandemic in San Francisco

Before: Nov 2019 to Feb 2020 During: Nov 2020 to Feb 2021
Request Type Percentage Request Type Percentage
Big Belly - Check 38.8 Street or Sidewalk Cleaning 40.1
Street or Sidewalk Cleaning 14.2 Encampment 18.9
Encampment 9.7 Graffiti 10.5
Graffiti 5.9 Blocked Driveway & Illegal Parking 5.9
Cleaning 4.5 Litter/Trash 3.0
Big Belly - Maintenance (Graffiti/Vandalism) 4.3 Blocked Pedestrian Walkway 2.8
Graffiti on Public Property YBCBD 3.2 Urine 2.8
Perry Street (Check) 3.2 Curb & Sidewalk Issues 2.0
Blocked Pedestrian Walkway 1.8 Noise Issue 1.8
Other 1.8 Garbage Containers 1.8

or Sidewalk Cleaning,” “Encampment,” and “Grattifi” requests as the most popular, in that

order, not counting the “Big Belly - Check” requests. San Francisco installed Big Belly

smart trash cans in 2019 and gave citizens the opportunity to report on issues with these

trash cans only until June 2020. While the proportion of encampment requests doubled

during the pandemic, 115 encampment requests were submitted during the “during” time

period compared to 267 in the “before” time period. Without large differences in request

submission in San Francisco during the pandemic, it is reasonable to assume that the other

cities in my dataset experienced similar request submission patterns before and during the

pandemic as well.

Table A3 shows a sample request record in a structure compatible with the survival anal-

ysis methods used. Request records include “time1” and “time2” variables representing the

start and end points of the intervals for which they are scraped. All time-varying variables,

such as rating and workload, are measured at time2 (based on the time of scraping). Request

records end either when they are closed (represented by 1 for the variable “closed”) or at

the end of data collection, meaning that they are censored.

A potential concern is that some requests might be closed earlier than the underlying

issues are resolved. This would complicate my analysis if collaborative requests are more

likely to be closed prematurely. Based on my interviews with SeeClickFix administrators, I

do not believe that this is a widespread issue. Workers can close requests in the field on the

app when they finish, but administrators can also close requests too or even reopen them
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(oversight). Interviewees acknowledged that it is more often the case that requests remain

open for a while, and some members of the public have complained too about requests that

remain open for months, calling the system “See, Click, Forget.” So it is not the case that

most requests are closed quickly. While recognizing this distinction, I use request “closure,”

“completion,” and “resolution” interchangeably in this paper.

Table A3: Sample Request Record

id city time1 time2 closed rating summary open periods workload category
38156 st-petersburg 0 8 0 1 Road Potholes 1 630 5
38156 st-petersburg 8 16 0 1 Road Potholes 2 619 5
38156 st-petersburg 16 24 0 1 Road Potholes 3 644 5
38156 st-petersburg 24 32 0 1 Road Potholes 4 661 5
38156 st-petersburg 32 40 1 3 Road Potholes 5 582 5

Finally, Figure A1 and Figure A2 provide descriptive information about the main in-

dependent variable—collaboration—and the main dependent variable—response time—used

in the study. Figure A1 reveals that collaboration is actually quite common. Note that

Figure A2 only includes response time information for closed requests, and it excludes about

10% of requests with response times over 30 days for the purpose of readability. Due to the

skew in the response time outcome variable, I winsorize or log this variable in the difference-

in-differences specifications.

A.1.2 Interviews

The data for this project consist of SeeClickFix requests from 100 randomly-selected cities

out of the universe of cities that use the platform. Out of these 100 cities, I randomly selected

50 to contact for interviews. The government officials that I emailed for interviews were those

individuals that I identified as working with SeeClickFix through local government websites.

Of the 50 officials contacted, six agreed and verbally consented to be interviewed. The

interviewees included three public works managers, one communications manager, one city

manager, and one 311 deputy director.
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Figure A1: Descriptive Information about the Rating Variable
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Figure A2: Descriptive Information about the Response Time Variable
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A.2 Main Results with Rating Variable

This section presents the main results of the survival analysis and difference-in-differences

estimation using the non-binary “rating” variable instead of the binary “collaboration” vari-

able. The rating variable is a count variable and takes on values according to the number of

unique followers/commenters that requests receive.

Figure A3: Survival Probability Over Time for Requests with Different Levels of Collabora-
tion
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Figure A4: Hazard Ratios (HRs) for Rating and Other Variables of Interest
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Table A4: Impact of Request Collaboration in Oakland versus San Francisco

Dependent variable:

Total Hours Open

Oakland 120.814∗∗∗

(3.716)

Rating 25.115∗∗∗

(2.866)

Oakland x Rating −72.837∗∗∗

(3.239)

Constant 148.526∗∗∗

(3.142)

Observations 600,683
R2 0.144

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table A5: Collaboration on Graffiti versus Traffic/Street Requests

Dependent variable:

Total Hours Open

Graffiti Traffic/Street

Oakland −123.817∗∗∗ 486.500∗∗∗

(17.117) (6.523)

Rating 12.231 121.505∗∗∗

(9.419) (4.848)

Oakland x Rating −9.836 −212.787∗∗∗

(13.093) (5.355)

Constant 187.640∗∗∗ −80.732∗∗∗

(9.569) (4.863)

Observations 64,167 257,731
R2 0.005 0.038

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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A.3 Survival Analysis Robustness Checks

A.3.1 With City Fixed Effects

The results in Figure A5 are based on the main Cox specification, but with the rating variable

and the addition of city fixed effects and without clustered standard errors.21

Figure A5: Robustness Check 1: With City Fixed Effects

A.3.2 Shared Frailty by City

The results in Figure A6 are based on the main Cox specification, but with the rating

variable and the addition of a “frailty” term for city that estimates the shared frailty by city

via penalized partial likelihood estimation and uses a default gamma frailty. A hazard ratio

for the workload variable cannot be estimated, as it is constant at the city level, and the

model also does not cluster standard errors.

21The distance to city center variable is also excluded due to memory limits in running this model in R.
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Figure A6: Robustness Check 2: With Shared Frailty by City

A.3.3 City Random Effects

The results in Figure A7 are based on fitting a mixed effects Cox survival model with

Gaussian random effects for city using a Laplace approximation and with the rating variable.

Again, a hazard ratio for the workload variable cannot be estimated, as it is constant at the

city level, and the model does not cluster standard errors.
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Figure A7: Robustness Check 3: With City Random Effects
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A.4 Additional Information on the Matching Analysis

A.4.1 Theory-Driven Selection of Covariates for Propensity Score Matching

This section provides additional details on the two matching specifications that use propen-

sity score matching on theory-based covariates. In particular, one specification matches pairs

of collaborative and non-collaborative requests using exact matching on city, request cate-

gory, and urban group (urban, suburban, or rural census tract), along with nearest neighbor

matching on initial request scrape time and census tract median household income, pro-

portion of public transit commuters, and density of SeeClickFix users. Based on findings

in Appendix section A.5, these variables seem to be associated with collaboration on re-

quests. The nearest neighbor matching employs propensity score matching based on logistic

regression.

The second specification differs in that it excludes exact matching on urban group and

additionally considers census tract variables for median age and the proportion of the pop-

ulation that is white and that has a bachelor’s degree. The addition of the age, education,

and race variables addresses findings in the literature that such factors affect propensity to

participate through means such as submitting service requests to government. The nearest

neighbor matching again employs propensity score matching based on logistic regression.

The goal of this alternative specification is to potentially identify more matched pairs and

to assess robustness of the findings to alternative matching specifications.

Table A6 and Table A7 present regression results after matching on propensity scores

using two different theory-driven choices of covariates. Figure A8 and Figure A9 show Q-Q

plots to assess balance on the covariates used in the two different theory-based approaches

to selecting covariates for matching.
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Table A6: Matching Results: First Approach to Theory-Based Selection of Covariates

Dependent variable:

Hours Open Since Treated Total Hours Open

(1) (2)

Collaborative −19.754∗∗∗ −35.375∗∗∗

(5.084) (9.362)

Observations 7,168 7,168
R2 0.750 0.790

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Figure A8: QQ Plot to Assess Covariate Balance for First Matching Specification

Table A7: Matching Results: Second Approach to Theory-Based Selection of Covariates

Dependent variable:

Hours Open Since Treated Total Hours Open

(1) (2)

Collaborative −16.746∗∗∗ −37.557∗∗∗

(5.021) (10.341)

Observations 7,202 7,202
R2 0.765 0.724

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure A9: QQ Plot to Assess Covariate Balance for Second Matching Specification

A.4.2 LASSO Regression for Propensity Score Estimation

As for LASSO regression to estimate propensity scores, the important covariates selected

by and used in the model (those with non-zero coefficients) are city, request type, urban

group, the density of SeeClickFix users, the proportion of the census tract that is college

educated, and the proportion of the census tract that is white, suggesting that these are im-

portant predictor variables in estimating the propensity of a request to be treated. Table A8

presents the regression results after using LASSO regression to estimate propensity scores

for matching, and Figure A10 shows a Q-Q plot to assess balance on propensity scores after

propensity score estimation using LASSO regression.

Table A8: Matching Results: LASSO Estimation of Propensity Scores

Dependent variable:

Hours Open Since Treated Total Hours Open

(1) (2)

Collaborative −13.150∗∗ 44.777
(5.972) (33.878)

Observations 7,202 7,202
R2 0.746 0.561

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure A10: QQ Plot to Assess Covariate Balance for LASSO Specification

A.4.3 Genetic Matching

Table A9 presents the regression results after using the genetic matching specification, and

Figure A11 shows a Q-Q plot to assess balance on a few key covariates used in the genetic

matching approach.

Table A9: Matching Results: Genetic Matching

Dependent variable:

Hours Open Since Treated Total Hours Open

(1) (2)

Collaborative −16.766∗∗∗ −31.451∗∗∗

(4.873) (8.735)

Observations 7,202 7,202
R2 0.777 0.787

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

A.5 Difference-in-Differences Analysis Robustness Checks

A.5.1 Descriptive Information on Collaboration in Oakland and San Francisco

• 67% of SeeClickFix (SCF) requests in Oakland are collaborative (have a rating of 2 or

higher) compared to 52% of SCF requests in San Francisco

• The average rating for SCF requests is 2.2 in Oakland and 1.6 in San Francisco.
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Figure A11: QQ Plot to Assess Covariate Balance for Genetic Matching

• The highest rating for requests in San Francisco is 4, and only 2 requests have a rating

of 4. The highest rating for requests in Oakland is 11, and 13% of Oakland SCF

requests have a rating of 4 or higher.

• Narrowing in on just graffiti requests (which make up 6% of SCF requests in Oakland

and 10% in San Francisco): The average rating for SCF requests about graffiti is 2.2

in Oakland and 1.3 in San Francisco.

• Bottom line: There is more collaboration in Oakland than in San Francisco, which

would make sense given that Oakland seems to respond to it.
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A.5.2 Full Table of Main Regression Results

Table A10: Impact of Request Collaboration in Oakland versus San Francisco

Dependent variable:

Total Hours Open

(1) (2) (3)

Oakland 121.599∗∗∗ 55.583∗∗∗ 53.835∗∗∗

(1.735) (1.805) (1.887)

Collaboration 76.549∗∗∗ 45.838∗∗∗ 33.404∗∗∗

(3.469) (3.499) (3.747)

Street/Sidewalk - Blocked −42.521∗∗∗ −38.162∗∗∗

(3.923) (4.093)

Graffiti 540.095∗∗∗ 536.010∗∗∗

(21.005) (21.114)

Parking Signs −107.015∗∗∗ −106.812∗∗∗

(0.481) (0.488)

Trees 113.166∗∗∗ 84.977∗∗∗

(3.137) (3.460)

Street/Sidewalk - Cleaning 408.445∗∗∗ 413.997∗∗∗

(4.086) (4.156)

Other Street Issues 142.522∗∗∗ 139.582∗∗∗

(5.888) (5.906)

Sewer Issues 173.818∗∗∗ 178.202∗∗∗

(3.611) (3.624)

Housing Units 0.001∗∗∗

(0.0002)

Median HHI 0.0001∗∗∗

(0.00001)

Prop. White −7.813∗∗

(3.089)

Prop. w/ Bachelor’s −68.475∗∗∗

(5.132)

Prop. Homeowners −56.392∗∗∗

(1.996)

Oakland x Collaboration −232.452∗∗∗ −169.378∗∗∗ −156.475∗∗∗

(3.898) (3.938) (4.179)

Constant 106.485∗∗∗ 142.405∗∗∗ 173.755∗∗∗

(0.285) (0.440) (1.457)

Observations 613,978 613,978 600,683
R2 0.014 0.144 0.145

Note: ∗p<∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Note: Reference category for request types is Street Signs and Lights.
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A.5.3 Alternative Specifications of the Outcome Variable

Table A11: Robustness Checks: Alternative Specifications of Outcome Variable

Dependent variable:

Total Hours Open

(1) (2) (3)

Oakland 239.417∗∗∗ 350.726∗∗∗ 2.500∗∗∗

(3.814) (10.981) (0.035)

Rating 62.921∗∗∗ 53.443∗∗∗ 0.883∗∗∗

(2.966) (8.538) (0.027)

Oakland x Rating −124.380∗∗∗ −172.044∗∗∗ −1.023∗∗∗

(3.370) (9.704) (0.031)

Constant 43.623∗∗∗ 127.804∗∗∗ 2.166∗∗∗

(3.004) (8.648) (0.028)

Observations 613,978 613,978 613,978
R2 0.013 0.004 0.027
Transformed DV? Winsorized No Logged

Note: Without covariates ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

One might be worried about the influence of two requests in San Francisco with a rating

of 4 and long response times. However, all results are robust to excluding those two requests.
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Figure A12: Scatterplots of the Data with and without Winsorizing the Outcome Variable

Figure A13: Scatterplot of the Data with Logged Outcome Variable
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A.5.4 Alternative Specifications of the Collaboration Variable

Table A12: Robustness Checks: Alternative Specifications of the Collaboration Variable

Dependent variable:

Total Hours Open

(1) (2) (3)

Oakland 239.417∗∗∗ 121.599∗∗∗ 121.599∗∗∗

(3.814) (1.331) (1.331)

Rating 62.921∗∗∗ 76.549∗∗∗

(2.966) (3.347)

Oakland x Rating −124.380∗∗∗ −232.452∗∗∗

(3.370) (4.783)

Rating 2 80.200∗∗∗

(3.508)

Rating 3 39.352∗∗∗

(11.108)

Rating 4 149.292
(155.060)

Oakland x Rating 2 −236.473∗∗∗

(5.829)

Oakland x Rating 3 −195.388∗∗∗

(12.573)

Oakland x Rating 4 −304.052∗

(155.228)

Constant 43.623∗∗∗ 106.485∗∗∗ 106.485∗∗∗

(3.004) (0.289) (0.289)

Observations 613,978 613,978 613,978
R2 0.013 0.014 0.014
Treatment? Numeric Binary Factor

Note: Without covariates ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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A.6 Are Requests Completed Faster for Superusers?

The request data also includes information about the identity of the citizens submitting

the requests. Citizens who submit requests are either named or anonymous (based on their

choice in using the system and setting up an account), with named individuals more likely

frequent users of the system. The literature on 311 requests has pointed to the existence

of “superusers” that are heavy users of the system and that may have a large influence on

the request workload. Therefore, it is worthwhile to examine whether superusers have their

requests completed faster than other users, and how responsiveness to collaborative usage

by citizens compares to responsiveness to superusers.

The Kaplan Meier curve in Figure A14 shows the probability that a request remains open

over time for requests submitted by named users versus anonymous users. The probability

that a request remains open decreases slightly more rapidly over time for named requests

versus anonymous requests. After 10 days (240 hours), a named request has about a 59%

chance of remaining open, compared to about a 64% chance for an anonymous request. How-

ever, this difference is smaller than the gap for collaborative requests versus non-collaborative

requests.

Figure A14: KM Curve for Named vs. Anonymous Requests

Next, I repeat the matching analysis conducted above using a theory-based selection
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of covariates for a binary “treatment” variable indicating whether requests were submitted

by named users.22 The difference now is that requests are “treated” from the moment of

submission, so only a dependent variable for total hours open is used.

Table A13: Matching Results: Named vs. Anonymous Users

Dependent variable:

Total Hours Open

Named −3.632
(32.730)

Observations 15,902
R2 0.557

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table A13 suggests that the response times for requests submitted by named users and

anonymous users are not significantly different. Comparing this to the results for collabo-

ration, jointly active citizens may receive a faster response than single superusers in service

provision by local government. This is notable, again, due to prior work regarding the

influence of superusers in service request systems.

A.7 When and Where Does Collaboration Occur?

When do requests gain collaborators? As I scraped request information three times a day, I

am able to investigate this question, although at a fairly coarse level. Table A14 shows the

percentage of collaborators that are added within the 7 am to 3 pm Eastern, 3 pm to 11 pm

Eastern, and 11 pm to 7 am Eastern time intervals for each of the four time zones in the

contiguous United States.

Table A14 suggests that requests gain collaborators mostly earlier in the day, perhaps

influenced by the morning commute. A relatively large percentage of collaborators are added

22The matching specification is the same as for the second theory-based approach above, but with addi-
tional exact matching on urban group. This specification was chosen to maximize covariate balance.
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Table A14: When do Requests Gain Collaborators?

7 am - 3 pm Eastern 3 pm - 11 pm Eastern 11 pm - 7 am Eastern
Morning Afternoon Evening

Eastern 77% 20% 3%
Central 64% 31% 5%
Mountain 56% 43% 1%
Pacific 43% 38% 19%

in the afternoon in the Mountain and Pacific time zones as well, and the Pacific time zone

has a sizable percentage (19%) of collaborators added in the evening (8 pm - 4 am Pacific).

In regards to where collaboration occurs, Figure A15 first shows scatterplots depicting the

association between race and income and the number of requests and average collaboration on

requests within census tracts. While prior work has documented racial and socioeconomic

gaps in service provision, the top panel of Figure A15 suggests that whiter and higher-

income neighborhoods do not submit more SeeClickFix requests on average, controlling

for population size. This could be driven by SeeClickFix’s mobile app interface and more

widespread access to smartphones. However, it is important to note that this overall trend

across 100 cities could mask differences within cities. Additionally, it does not control for

need, so relatively similar reporting rates across census tracts may mean that wealthier or

whiter census tracts over-report given their baseline needs.

The middle and bottom panels of Figure A15 address collaboration on requests and

response times for requests. Neighborhoods with a higher proportion of white residents may

collaborate more, but might also experience longer median response times. In fact, these

descriptive results fit with the findings of Clark et al. (2020) that “quicker responses to [311]

requests occur in neighborhoods with larger proportions of non-white residents.” As for

income, neighborhoods with a higher median household income may collaborate slightly less

and may experience slightly shorter median response times. The lack of a clear relationship

between median household income and response time matches the findings of Yong et al.

(2019) that neighborhood income is not associated with median response time for SeeClickFix

requests. However, to better understand the influence of race and income in service provision,
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we should control for other important and influential demographic factors.

Figure A15: Are Race and Income Associated with SeeClickFix Participation and Service
Quality?

Figure A16 and Figure A17 report coefficient plots based on regressing the outcome

variables—number of requests per 1,000 people and average rating, respectively—on stan-

dardized census tract demographics, with census tracts as the unit of analysis and standard

errors clustered by city.

Figure A16 first addresses the question of which census tracts submit more requests.

It suggests that neighborhoods with more SeeClickFix users per 1,000 people submit sig-

nificantly more requests, as one might expect. White neighborhoods, perhaps surprisingly,
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Figure A16: Which Neighborhoods Submit SeeClickFix Requests?

and neighborhoods with a longer average commute time submit significantly fewer requests.

Although not significant, suburban and urban neighborhoods, as compared to rural neigh-

borhoods, may submit fewer requests per 1,000 people, perhaps driven by their larger pop-

ulations.

Figure A17: Which Neighborhoods Collaborate on SeeClickFix Requests?

Figure A17 addresses the question of which census tracts collaborate more on requests. It
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shows that neighborhoods with more commuters who use public transit and neighborhoods

with more SeeClickFix users per 1,000 people collaborate significantly more on requests.

Although not significant, suburban neighborhoods may collaborate less, and neighborhoods

with higher median household income may collaborate more. Notably, race does not seem

to be associated with collaboration on requests, after controlling for other demographic

variables.
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